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APPENDIX 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
R.C. TOLMAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC, 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
vs. 
MYTON WATER ASSOCIATION 
Defendant and Respondent. 
Case No. 14555 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is an action wherein the Plaintiff-
Appellant, General Contractor sued the Defendant-
Respondent, Myton Water Association, for the sum of 
$113,889.98 arising out of various breaches of contract, 
failure to furnish adequate plans and specifications, 
and the withholding of liquidated damages. Plaintiff's 
alternative additional claim is in the amount of 
$139,372.98, under a theory of implied contract for 
reasonable value of work performed for the benefit 
of the Defendant. The Defendant denied such claims and 
asserted a counterclaim of $32,800.00 including $8,400.00 
actually withheld for liquidated damages. 
DISPOSITION IN THE LOWER COURT 
The case went to trial before the Honorable 
J. Robert Bullock on February 24, 1976 upon a 
Stipulation for Pre-Trial Order. (R. 16-19) The Court 
entered its memorandum decision in favor of the 
Defendant, and against the Plaintiff on all counts; 
and allowed the Defendant's Counterclaim for $8,400.00 
only, as liquidated damages. (R. 26, 27) Findings of 
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment were entered 
accordingly. (R. 28-38) 
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL 
Appellant seeks reversal and judgment in its 
favor upon remand to the District Court. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The Transcript of Testimony portion of the record 
has been abstracted with cross references to the 
pages of the Record. Reference in this brief will be 
to pages of the Abstract-(A-13) and to pages of the 
Record-(R-13). 
The project involved the construction of a 
culinary water system together with five metal reservoirs, 
and a pump house, to serve the rural areas in and 
around Myton City, Duchesne County. The contract plans 
and specifications were prepared by Nielsen and Maxwell, 
Salt Lake City, architects for the Defendant, Myton 
Water Association. (A. 53 R. 293) (Exs. P-2, P-3) 
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Preparation of the plans and specifications began in 
1970 and continued on until February, 1971. (A. 55, 105 
R. 296, 476) The architect established in the specifi-
cations a contract time limit of 270 calander days 
and in so doing anticipated that the work could only 
be done during the regular construction season. (A. 105 
R. 476) 
No subsurface investigation of the proposed 
construction area, consisting of some 65 miles of 
lines was made by the architect or owner. (A. 9, 
104, R. 436, 474) He considered that underground bor-
ings would be too expensive and impractical over 
such a long system. He contemplated that the contractor 
would rely upon personal site investigation. (A. 89 
R. 4 36) The only indication of underground conditions 
in the specifications was paragraph 6 of the Invitation 
to Bid, entitled Soil Conditions. (Ex. P-2) 
The invitation to bid invited the bidding contract-
ors to make a site investigation on March 2 and March 4, 
1971. Bids were to be opened March 11. (Ex. P-2) 
Members of the Board of Directors of the Myton Water 
Association were asked to conduct the contractors 
around the proposed construction site. (A. 57 R. 304) 
Plaintiff Tolman, one of the bidders, went on the site 
investigation tour. He observed no water, did observe 
the surface conditions including a salt grass area 
and alkali area and did observe some rock conditions 
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through a road cut in th e vicinity of one segment 
of the line. He anticipated problems and asked no 
questions. No information was given to him concerning 
underground conditions by the Board member Mathews 
who conducted his tour and nothing was said concerning 
underground conditions, subsurface water or flood 
irrigation conditions. (A. 13-16 R. 129-132) The 
site investigation was undertaken March 2 at a time 
when the frost was still in the ground and before 
farmers had commenced irrigation, when no water is 
observable - except in swamp areas. (A. 6 R. 88) 
Based upon the plans, specifications and site 
investigation, the Plaintiff determined that he could 
do most of the work with trenchers and that the remain-
ing part of the work could be done by backhoes and 
dozers with some blasting in designated rock areas• 
(A. 17 R. 135-139) 
The system consisted of two schedules, each 
consisting of about 30-35 miles of line. Schedule A 
included the area generally to the north of the 
Duchesne River, and Schedule B to the South thereof. 
(A. 88 R. 435) (Ex. P-3) Included in the Schedule A 
were several reservoirs, including reservoir No. 2 
which latter reservoir along with the well pump became 
the primary source of the water for the entire system. 
The Plaintiff contractor was awarded the contract 
for both schedules in the total amount of $605,805.96. 
(Ex. P-2) Although the project was bid March 11, the 
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Notice to Proceed (Ex. P-6) was not given until May 
17, 1971 because the FHA loan was not finalized by 
the Defendant until that time. The 270 days began 
7 days thereafter, which resulted in a contract 
completion date of February 18, 1972. (A. 55 R. 296) 
At the pre-construction conference (Ex. D-63) 
held May 7, 1972, after the contract had been awarded, 
but before the Notice to Proceed was given, the Defen-
dant instructed the Plaintiff contractor to give 
preference to Schedule A in order that the City of 
Myton could have its water through the Schedule A 
system just as soon as possible. (A. 55 R. 298) 
However, it was later determined by the City of Myton 
that it did not want to participate in the system and 
even though lines had been constructed to and into 
the city, the city never did hook up to the system 
and never did obtain water therefrom. (A. 9 R. 107) 
The Plaintiff contractor was an experienced 
pipeline contractor. (Ex. P-l) He hired experienced 
superintendents such as Joe Arnold, who was a native 
of the area and who had extensive experience in this 
type of work throughout the area; (A. 3 R. 72), and 
Ralph Ivie, who was a native having worked extensively 
for contractors and for the city in this type of work. 
(A. 8 R. 97, 98) Tolman employed five crews using a 
large trencher, a small trencher, two backhoes, two 
dozers, and a ripper. (A. 21,22 R. 157) (Exs. P-31, P-34a) 
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Myton Water Association was organized for the 
purpose of constructing this system and serving the 
rural areas with culinary water. It was governed 
by a Board of Directors. (A. 80 R. 398) For this 
project it used some of its Board members as inspectors. 
These people were native farmers in the area and 
were hired by Max Major after he spent time with each 
one telling them of the nature of their duties as 
inspectors and generally informing them as to the work 
involved. (A. 70 R. 361) 
The Association employed Nielsen and Maxwell 
as architects for the design, for the preparation of 
the plans and specifications, and also to superintend 
the construction. (A. 88 R. 434) Max Major was 
employed by the architect as a project engineer. 
He had previous experience in aeronautical engineering 
with the U.S. Government and Space Control Program 
and more recently had assisted Maxwell in working 
on a survey crew for a housing project at Tooele 
and also at Green River. (A. 64, 70 R. 336, 358-360) 
The contractor commenced work on June 7, 1971, 
after receiving the Notice to Proceed and after 
ordering his materials and equipment. (A. 18 R. 142) 
He commenced work on Line W in the vicinity of Reservoir 
No. 2 which was to become the source of water for the 
project. He immediately encountered what has been 
designated as cement cobble rock which was a rocky 
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condition lying underneath the surface and covered by 
6 inches to 18 inches of dirt. The cemented cobble 
rock was described as being harder than cement and 
extremely difficult to manage without the use of two 
dozers and a ripper. (A. 18, 19 R. 142-144) Having 
planned to use the trencher, the contractor had to 
move to another area until he could get heavier equip-
ment to excavate through the cobble rock. (A. 18 R. 142) 
He then moved to other areas in the system and 
encountered underground water and flooding irrigation 
water from farms. (A. 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 18 R. 80, 93 
100, 101, 107, 119, 143) (Ex. P-17) The farmers had 
commenced irrigating in May and the water after 
flooding through the fields accumulated in ditches 
and borrow pits at the bottom of the fields and along-
side the various roads. It was through these types 
of flooded borrow pit areas or along the shoulder of 
the road that the line had been designed to run. 
(A. 20, 23 R. 149,171) 
Because of the rocky and water conditions, the 
contractor had to continue to leapfrog from one area 
to another, attempting to move ahead with the work. 
(A.100 R. 466) He could not use the trencher in many 
instances and had to bring in a heavier backhoe and 
in some cases, bulldozers. (A. 5 R. 81) The water 
was so prevelant that it was impossible to pump it 
out and it gave the contractor no alternative but to 
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move to other portions of the line until the area 
would dry and then he could come back again. (A. 9 
R. 107) (Ex. P-17) 
In the course of construction, the contractor 
encountered a substantial amount of rock which had to 
be blasted, the quantities of which exceeded the 
estimated bid amount shown by the architect on the 
drawings by several times. (A. 37 R. 229) (Ex. P-2/ 
Schedule A 800 vs 1800; Schedule B 400 vs. 1076) 
Additionally/ as construction proceeded, a new 
type of subsurface ledge rock was discovered, which 
the architect had not anticipated. (A. 37, 105 
R. 229/ 475) This ledge rock required an amendment to 
the contract to establish a new bid item and pay 
classification. (Ex. 67- Ch. Order #2) After 
negotiation, a unit price for the new item was 
established, but no time extension was arrived at, 
because the change order was not finally executed 
and approved until the work had been completed. (A. 37 
R. 229) 
There was a substantial amount of equipment 
down time and breakage encountered by the contractor 
as he proceeded through his construction. This, together 
with the leapfrogging, the cobble rock, the new rock 
classification, and the flooding substantially dis-
rupted the contractor's work progress and coordination 
so that his entire project became an uncoordinated 
mass of moves from one spot to another, all of which 
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greatly delayed his work, and cost him substantial sums 
of money. (A. 32-40 R. 210-247) (Exs. P-17, P-30, 
P-32, P-38, P-49, P-55) 
Duchesne County granted Myton Water Association 
an easement permitting the Defendant to place the 
pipeline along the County right-of-way provided that 
the pipe was at least ten feet from the edge of the 
county road. This was not granted until November 
1970, whereas the drawings had been commenced and were 
in progress prior thereto. The easement was not re-
corded until March 2, 1971 and Max Major, the project 
engineer knew nothing of this easement until June or 
July of 1971. (A. 76 R. 386) (Ex. P-36) 
There were many changes to the alignment of the 
pipeline resulting from modifications made to meet 
the county easement, from realignment to avoid ponds, 
rock and other obstacles, all of which were shown in 
the set of as-built drawings (Exs. 58, 59) prepared by 
the architect. The line had originally been staked 
some time prior to construction, but over the inter-
vening winter and before bidding occurred, many of 
the stakes were destroyed. Thus, as construction 
proceeded, many of the design stakes were missing and 
lath staking had to be performed by the project engineer 
as the contractor called for stakes in order to 
determine where the line should go. (A. 72 R. 367-
371) Scheduling called for under the specifications 
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was not carried out because of the many moves which the 
contractor was making from one spot to another. (A. 75 
R. 382) 
During the course of construction the project 
engineer and the contractor were able to have a 
few of the farmers turn off their irrigation for a 
couple of turns in order to permit the construction 
to proceed through the lower parts of these fields. 
(A. 78, 85 R. 381, 418) However, in most instances 
this correlation did not materialize and the contractor 
was faced with the irrigation flooding as the work 
proceeded. (A. 4 R. 80) 
During the course of construction, there were 
only two change orders issued: (1) to add to the 
contract the new classifications for ledge rock 
uncovered on portions of the project and, (2( the 
final change order after all work had been completed 
which fixed the final quantities of work accomplished 
during the project. (Ex. 67) Also during the course 
of construction, there were progress payments made to 
the contractor predicated upon payment estimates 
prepared by the project engineer and architect. These 
reflected the quantities of work performed at any 
particular point for which payment was made and re-
flected the progress of the work in terms of the 
percentage of work completed. (Ex. P-12) 
As the work progressed into October, 1971, the 
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contractor had portions of the system ready to test* 
(A, 30 R. 203) The contractor relied upon obtaining 
the water for testing, flushing and chlorinating from 
the No. 2 well pump and reservoir which was at the 
upstream head of the Schedule A portion of the pipeline. 
(A. 29 R. 189) (Ex. P-41) 
However, water was not available until November 
29, and then only for two days. Then because of 
design failure, the reservoir tipped and the water was 
again unavailable. (A. 29 R. 192) Water was then 
available for some testing, but once again, it was 
turned off because of electrical difficulties at the 
well pump house. (A. 30 R. 189) After these inter-
ruptions water was finally once again made available 
and the contractor was able to complete his testing, 
flushing and chlorinating by the end of March, 1972. 
(A. 31 R. 203) 
The weather was normal for the area (Exs. P-14, 
P-16, P-29) during the period of construction. 
Irrigation starts at approximately the end of May and 
runs until October. (A. 8 R. 102) The weather becomes 
progressively colder until about January 1 when frost 
is in the ground and the cold weather continues 
from then on until March. (A. 6 R. 89) It is 
customary in the industry and in the particular area 
in the Uintah Basin to suspend construction during 
the winter, particularly on this type of work because 
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of the difficulty of handling the frozen ground, of 
handling the plastic pipe, and the damage to the 
equipment which resulted from attempting to excavate 
the frozen ground. (A. 5 R. 82, 83) 
The contractor received orders from both Duchesne 
County and the Utah State Highway Department ordering 
him not to work upon the County road and upon the 
State highway until the frost had left the ground 
in the springtime. (A. 31, 32 R. 204-206) (Exs. 
P-44, P-45) Early in the winter, the contractor 
by various letters (Exs. P-25, P-26, P-27) informed 
the Defendant association of the delays and of the 
winter weather difficulties. Through these letters, 
and also at several meetings, he requested permission 
to suspend operations during the winter weather. (A. 62 
R. 330) The Board, however, rejected these requests 
and required the contractor to continue working. 
During the winter months the contractor pursuant 
to the order of the Association did continue to work 
under difficulties arising from the loss of efficiency 
of the men and equipment, the delays incident thereto, 
and damage to the equipment (A. 31 R. 204-206) This 
rendered the work during the winter months extremely 
costly to the contractor. (A. 32, R. 208) 
During the course of the project, the contractor 
kept diaries of the progress of the work. (Exs. P-7, 
P-S, P-9, P-10) Likewise, the inspectors kept a book 
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of the inspection reports. (Ex. D-56) 
The contractor completed the work and turned the 
system over to the Association April 1. (A. 98 R. 
460) However, the City of Myton having withdrawn 
from participation in the project was not hooked up# 
and didnot use the water. (A. 32 R. 308) (Ex. D-70) 
The Board assessed liquidated damages for the period 
February 19 to April 1 in the total amount of $8,400 
(R. 18-Pre-Trial Stipulation) The architect engineer 
incurred costs of inspection from the period February 
through May of over $8,000. (A. 98 R. 458) There were 
still some items of cleanup work to be done at the 
request of the County extending on to July, which 
however, did not affect the use of the system. 
During the course of construction, the contractor 
suffered delays in the performance of its work arising 
from the cemented cobble rock problems, from the water 
conditions, from the changes in line location, and 
from the leapfrogging throughout the project. The 
delays and costs are summarized: 
a. The leapfrogging moves totaled 26 days delay 
and cost $19,346.00 (Exs. P-31, P-32, P-34a, 
P-35a) 
b. The extra work resulting from line changes 
totaled 15 days delay and cost $8, 319. 86 (Ex. P-
(A. 23, 24 R. 174) 
c. Delay because of unavailability of testing 
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water totaled 51 days. (Ex. P-41) (A, 28, 29 
R. 189-203) 
d. Additional cost incurred in working during 
winter months totaled $43,768.31 (Excluding 
cost of damaged equipment ) (A. 33-36 R. 213-
224) , (Exs. P-48, P-49) 
The total cost of completing the work under the 
conditions encountered was $796,035.03. He has 
received $577,349.78. (Ex. P-55) 
A R G U M E N T 
INTRODUCTION 
The trial court in its Memorandum Decision (R. 26) 
stated that all of Plaintiff's claims had failed 
because "Plaintiff's evidence fails to show by a 
preponderance thereof any of the following: (listing 
the various claims)" Consequently the Findings of 
Fact intermixing findings and conclusions quite 
completely rules out Plaintiff's entire case upon a 
failure of proof. 
Thus, in this appeal, Appellant must take 
exception to all Findings and Conclusions, urging 
that Plaintiff has sustained its burden and that 
there is no relevant and material evidence to the contrary. 
Appellant's position is best shown by setting forth 
Points on Appeal which encompass the major claims 
asserted by the Plaintiff-Appellant at trial. 
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The case does not involve a conflict in facts, 
so much as it involves the trial court's erroneous 
application of the facts to the proper* contract 
provisions under proper contract law. For example, 
practically all of the exhibits, and all of the 
testimony were received. Furthermore, there was no 
evidence on the part of the Defendant to counteract 
that evidence showing the time involved in making 
the moves throughout the project, the delay and 
cost figures, the extensive leapfrogging and moving 
from spot to spot throughout the contract, the 
existence of the water in those areas shown in 
Exhibit P-17 in which the contractor was delayed, the 
areas of underground rock encountered, the several 
moves in order to drill the line under Highway 40, 
the many line changes represented in the as-built drawings, 
the system energized and completed at least by 
April 1, the damaged equipment, and the dates when the 
water was available out of Reservoir No. 2 for 
purposes of testing^ flushing and chlorinating. 
The disputes in this case concern the justific . ion 
or lack thereof for the contractor's claims for delays, 
flooding, and winter work; and this justification 
or lack thereof, hinges primarily upon the inter-
pretation of the contract documents and the law 
applicable thereto. 
For example, whether or not Plaintiff can prevail 
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in its claims for delays and damages because of 
subsurface cobble rock conditions and flooding 
depends primarily upon its justification in relying 
upon the Soil Condition specification. Likewise, 
the claim for delays and costs arising from the 
unavailability of testing, flushing and chlorinating 
water depends upon the interpretation of the contract 
provisions requiring the contractor to furnish 
Construction Water and upon other contract specifi-
cations relating to the testing, flushing and 
chlorinating of the system. Other contract clauses 
involve time extensions, t .e owner's duty to make 
the line right-of-way available, suspension of work 
and correlation of construction with the farming 
activities. 
The contractor claims he was delayed and^incurred 
extra costs because: (a) the plans and specifications 
failed to properly inform him of the underground 
conditions and the surface as well as underground 
water problems he would encounter; (b) the owner 
failed to have the pipeline right-of-way free from 
flooding irrigation waters; (c) the plans and 
specifications improperly located the line in some 
areas contrary to the provisions of a Duchesne County 
easement; (d) the owner failed to make available to 
the contractor the water necessary to test and chlori-
nate the system after it was completed; and (e) the 
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owner refused to grant the contractor any extensions 
of time, thus requiring him to work through winter 
months in order to attempt to complete the contract; 
and (f) the owner improperly held $8,400.00 as 
liquidated damages. 
The trial court denied all such claims upon the 
general theory that Plaintiff had failed to sustain 
its burden of proof. In taking exception thereto, 
Appellant submits the following main points. 
POINT I 
THE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS DID NOT PROPERLY INFORM 
THE CONTRACTOR OF PREVAILING CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS 
The Plans and Specifications (Exs. P-3, P-2) 
were prepared by Art Maxwell of Nielsen and Maxwell, 
the architects for owner, Myton Water Association, 
some time in 1970. (A.55,105 R.296,476) He believed 
that the work could be completed during the construction 
season which would consist of 270 days, and thus he 
set the contract performance time at 270 days. 
(A.105, R.476) He undertook no underground investi-
gations such as test holes, or excavation, because 
he did not want to assume the responsibility of 
representing what those conditions might be, and 
particularly over such a large project. (A.89, R.436) 
He knew before hand of the flooding, rock conditions, 
underground water conditions. (A.54 R.296) 
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Therefore, he only inserted in the contract one 
specification relating to Soil Conditions which 
information he obtained from merely inspecting the 
area such as the cuts and fills of the roads running 
throughout the area. This section shown on page 
3.1 of the Special Conditions of Project, (Ex. P-2 
pink sheets) is as follows: 
2. SOIL CONDITIONS: Soil conditions within the 
Project area are such that metallic pipe is 
subject to electrolysis in many areas, and 
because of this, non-metallic pipe will be used. 
Most soil is a clay of Mancos shale origin and, 
in some areas, is overlaying by river bed 
gravel with smooth rocks of various sizes. 
Bed rock will be encountered for a short 
distance on Line 1. Schedule A and, to a minor 
extent, on Line F, Schedule B. Both areas 
are locatioiB of reservoirs on high points with 
the distribution line, of necessity, traversing 
areas of rock. 
Thus, without any subsurface investigation the contractor 
was supposed to anticipate all conditions as falling 
within this above quoted paragraphs 
The architect did insert two other provisions 
in the specifications (Ex. P-2) found at page 1.4 of 
the yellow sheets entitled, PROPOSAL, 1.3.03 quoted 
as follows: 
1.3.03. KNOWLEDGE OF LOCAL CONDITIONS AND CONTRACT 
DOCUMENTS: The Undersigned has examined the 
location of the proposed work, the Drawings, 
Specifications and other Contract Documents and 
is familiar with the local conditions where the 
work is to be performed. 
and at page 1.1 of the same yellow sheets entitled 
ADVERTISEMENT: 
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1.1.06 INSPECTION TRIPS: Inspection trips for 
Contractors will leave from the Myton LDS Ward 
Building at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, March 2 
and Thursday, March 4, 1971. 
The significance of the SOIL CONDITION specification 
and in the pre-bidding inspection of the project is 
found in the types of problems encountered by the 
contractor as he proceeded with construction. These 
problems are briefly stated here and in some detail 
later in the brief, to wit: 
A. A new classification of underground rock 
which Mr. Maxwell admitted he had not properly antici-
pated (A.37,105 R.229,475), and which resulted in a 
new "pay item" classification in the contract (without 
any corresponding extension of time); 
B. Extensive areas of cement-like cobble rock 
found underneath the surface and which was not apparent 
from an examination of the soil; 
C. Extensive irrigation flooding of the fields 
and subsurface water lying in the construction right-
of-way which rendered construction impossible; and 
D. Substantially more underground rock requiring 
blasting than was shown in the estimated quantities 
prepared by the architect. 
The examination of the project site occurred in 
early March, 1971 at a time when the ground was still 
in frost and irrigation had not yet started to flood 
the low lying areas. (A.6 R.88) The contractor 
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toured the project site by automobile with a rep-
resentative of the Myton Water Association. (A.14 
R.129,120) Mr. Tolman, in fact, made more than one 
inspection trip over the entire project. He concluded 
that, based upon the specifications describing the 
soil conditions and the appearance of the different 
areas in which he observed no water, (A.13-16 R.1290135) 
that he could readily do the job (A.17 R.135-139) 
The testimony of Mr. Mathews, the driver of the 
car in which Mr. Tolman made the site investigation, 
corroborates Mr. Tolman1s testimony indicating that 
as they drove around he pointed out to Tolman 
different areas over which the line would go, that no 
questions were asked by Tolman, and Tolman seemed 
satisfied as to what he saw. (A.58 R.307) There was 
no pointing any particular problem to Mr. Tolman by 
Mr. Mathews nor were there any questions asked by 
Tolman which would indicate in any way the particular 
problems either with underground conditions or with 
excessive flooding which later developed. (A.13-15 
R.12 9,130) The Contractor had no time before bidding 
within which to investigate for subsurface conditions 
(A.52 R. 289) 
Based upon the specifications above noted and 
the visual inspection of the area, the contractor 
began work on Line W on or about June 7, 1971. He 
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immediately encountered the cobble rock, "hard 
pan" which, as described by Joe Arnold, one of the 
contractor superintendants with a long history of 
working in these types of problems throughout the 
Uintah Basin area, was "the equivelant of concrete 
in its digging difficulty and was very hard on the 
equipment." (A.4 R. 80) The "hard pan" was un-
recognizable from mere observation of the ground 
surface, because it was covered over with soil of 
six inches to one and a half feet in depth. When the 
"hard pan" was discovered, the crews had to change 
equipment and a large backhoe was brought in to take 
the place of the trencher. The "hard pan" was of from 
one to four feet thick. (A.5 R.81) The "hard pan" 
ran all the way along the Ioka Road and in order to 
move through the area, it was necessary to hook two 
dozers together and pull a ripper. This method was 
extremely slow because a ripper tooth would last 
only about two hours, instead of the usual two months. 
(A.18 R.144) When they were forced to move from the 
cobble rock area, the crews then ran into extreme 
amounts of water. 
Based on the plans and specifications, particularly 
the Soil Condition specification, and also the conditions 
he observed, Tolman anticipated using a large wheel 
trencher in digging the 24 inch trench, and a smaller 
trencher together with a Case backhoe for the narrower 
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trench for the smaller pipe. (A.17 R. 138,139) 
The selection of the trencher and its capabilities 
was based upon production charts of the manufacturer 
and this in turn dictated the unit price per foot 
for constructing the trench. He was going to use 
the trenchers on approximately 95% of the job and 
anticipated approximately 3,000 feet a day before 
frost set into the ground by January 1972. (A.18 R.140) 
After encountering the rock conditions, the 
crews then moved onto other areas where they encountered 
water. In a three page chart, (Ex. P-17) the rock 
conditions are shown in green, and the water conditions 
are shown in red. Photographs (Exs. P-18-P-23) 
show the typical water conditions encountered on the 
project. (A.20 R.151) 
That the water and cobble rock problems affected 
a substantial portion of the system is unanimously testi-
fied to by all witnesses: R.C. Tolman (A.18 R.142), 
Joe Arnold (A.3 R. 75-80), Ralph Ivie (A.8 R.100-102), 
R.J. Mathews, inspector for Owner, (A.58 R.310-313), 
Frank Liddell, President of Association, (A.83 R.409), 
Max Major, Owner's project engineer, (A.65 R.340), 
Harold White, farmer (A.90 R.439), Calvin Monks, farmer, 
(A.79 R.396) and Art Maxwell, Owner's architect engineer, 
(A.100 R.466) The Plaintiff's diaries and summary 
thereof (Exs. P-7,8,9and 10, and P-ll) and the Defendant's 
book of Inspector's Reports (Ex. 56) also support the 
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many moves and interruptions. Various charts pre-
pared from information taken from the diaries graphi-
cally show the overwhelming scope of these problems 
(Exs. P-17, P-30, P-31, P-32, P-38). 
Thus it is not the rock condition and the water 
condition that is in dispute. Rather it is the 
relevancy and importance of these working conditions 
in terms of the contract documents. Simply stated, 
the question is: Whether the contractor was entitled 
to rely upon the contract plans and specifications in 
the preparation of his bid or was obligated to under-
take more investigation than he was able to do under 
the circumstances. The contractor made two inspection 
trips on March 2 and 4 at a time when the ground was 
frozen and no water was observable. He had no time 
within which to investigate the conditions. His 
bid had to be in a week later. It is usual in the 
construction industry to rely upon the specifications 
for subsurface conditions, and this he did. (A.52 R.289) 
The architect on the other hand, had been working 
on the drawings for nearly a year, and had become 
familiar with all conditions on the project. Never-
theless, he did not incorporate any warning to the 
contractor in the Specifications, but elected to 
require the contractor to investigate on his own. 
The court failed to make any finding whatsoever, 
that contractor either was or was not justified in 
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relying upon the Specifications without further 
investigation, and yet this question is the very 
essence of Plaintiff's recovery. The court merely 
found (Finding No. 90) (R.31) that the Specifications 
and Plans adequately showed the construction conditions. 
Such a finding is clearly in error. There is no 
dispute at all to the fact that subsurface water was 
not described, the new ledge rock was not shown, and 
certainly neither the cemented cobble rock nor the 
irrigation flooding was shown. The architect left 
the discovery of these conditions up to the Contractor. 
Since the trial court has not properly made 
such findings, this court can and should do so based 
upon the legal authorities hereinafter discussed. 
Before looking at the case law involved in this 
question, there are two other .sections, of the specifi- . 
cations which should be noted. These sections relate 
to the responsibility of the Defendant to furnish the 
land and the right-of-way upon which the contract is 
to be performed, and (Defendant) to correlate the 
contractor's use of the land with that of the farmer. 
These sections are as follows: 
2.2.01 OWNER'S RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
a. Lands by Owner: The Owner will provide the 
land shown on the Drawings or described in the 
Specifications upon which the work under the 
Contract is to be performed and to be used 
for right-of-way for access. Any delay in 
furnishing these lands by the Owner will be 
deemed proper cause for adjustment in the 
Contract Amount and in the time of completion. 
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Section 10(d) of Section 4.4, the Technical Specifi-
cations (white sheets) provides as follows: 
(d) Where trenches cross farming areas the 
following procedure shall be followed: 
(1) Before excavation commences on each 
individual farm through which the pipe is to be 
installed, the Contractor shall contact the Owner 
so as to correlate the construction with farming 
operations and minimize the damages to crops 
and interference with livestock. 
The Owner, Myton Water Association, did in two 
instances correlate the work with the farmer at the 
time construction was proceeding. In the case of Mr. 
Monks, both Mr. Major and Mr. Tolman contacted him 
and he did withhold water as much as he could. (A, 
78 R.38I) However, this was in an area in which Appellant 
is not claiming delay because of the water problem 
and this Monks area is shown on Ex. P-17 as a blue 
line (A.79 R.395) The other instance involved Mr. 
Harold White who was President of the Defendant, Myton 
Water Association (now known as Johnson Water Company). 
He testified that he held off on his water which was 
running through the ditch so that those farmers 
involved missed about two turns. (A.85 R418) 
The balance of the area in red, (Ex. P-17) 
was covered with the water. (A.79 R.396) Mr. Monks 
indicated that he was surprised that the other farmers 
had not cooperated (A.80 R.397) 
The leading case in this area of construction 
law is U.S. vs. Atlantic Dredging Company, 253 U.S. 1 (1920). 
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The case holds that even though the contractor 
is required to examine the work and become thoroughly 
familiar with the construction site conditions, the 
owner is nevertheless bound by the representations 
in the contract; and if the contractor encounters 
conditions contrary to those representations, he is 
entitled to recovery for extra costs incurred by 
reason thereof. 
The Atlantic specifications stated that 
the material to be removed is believed to 
be mainly mud, or mud with an ad mixture of fine 
sand... • 
and 
bidders are expected to examine the work, how-
ever, and decide for themselves as to its 
character and to make their bids accordingly, 
as the United States does not guarantee the 
accuracy of this description. 
Furthermore, even though there were test borings 
made of the areas to be dredged, the specification 
also stated 
no guarantee is given as to the correctness of 
these borings...although the general information 
given thereby is believed to be trustworthy. 
In Atlantic Dredging the bidder made no independant 
examination even though it had time to do so and 
thereupon entered its bid stating that it had full 
knowledge of the character and quality of the work 
required. In reliance upon the specifications, the 
contractor had determined the type of dredging equip-
ment to be used. The Court held, 
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The case is therefore, within the ruling of 
the United States vs. Spearin 248 U.S. 132, 136, 
where it is stated that the direction to contract-
ors to visit the site and inform themselves of 
the actual conditions of a proposed under-
taking, will not relieve from defects in plans 
and specifications. Citing Christie vs. U.S. 
237 U.S. 234; Hollerbach vs. U.S., 233 U.S. 
165, and U.S. vs. Utah, Nevada and California 
Stage Company, 199 U.S. 414. 
The Court went on to say, 
There is no intimation of bad faith against 
the officers of the Government and the Court 
of Claims regarded the representation of the 
character of material as the nature of a 
warranty; besides, its judgment is in no way 
punitive. It is simply compensatory of the 
cost of the work, of which the Government got 
the benefit. 
The Hollerbach case, supra, is even a stronger 
case in denying the owner the benefit of the excul-
patory language under which the contractor is re-
quired to make investigation and examine for local 
conditions. In that case, there were two specifications 
with which the bidder was to comply: 
20. It is understood and agreed that the 
quantities given are approximate only, and that 
no claim shall be made against the U.S. on 
account of any excess or deficiency, absolute 
or relative, in the same. Bidders, or their 
authorized agents, are expected to examine 
the maps and drawings in this office, which 
are open to their inspection, to visit the 
locality of the work, and to make their own 
estimates of the facilities and difficulties 
attending the execution of the proposed contract, 
including local conditions, uncertainty of 
weather, and all other contingencies. 
70. Investigation. It is expected that each 
bidder will visit the site of this work, the 
office of the lockmaster, and the office of 
the local engineer and ascertain the nature 
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of the work, the general character of the 
river as to floods and low water, and obtain the 
information necessary to enable him to make an 
intelligent proposal. 
In Fact, the representations as to the nature of 
the material back of the dam which was to be excavated 
were discovered to be in error upon actual construction. 
The Court, in its opinion, upholding the claim of the 
contractor for extra costs arising from discovery 
of different material than specified, stated, 
In paragraph 33 the specifications spoke with 
certainty as to a part of the conditions to be 
encountered by the claimants. True the claimants 
might have penetrated the seven feet of soft 
slushy sediment by means which would have dis-
covered the log crib work filled with stones 
which was concealed below, but the specifications 
assured them of the character of the material, 
a matter concerning which the Government might 
be presumed to speak with knowledge and authority. 
We think this positive statement of the specifi-
cations must be taken as true and binding upon 
the Government, and that upon it rather than upon 
the claimants must fall the loss resulting 
from such mistaken representations. We think 
it would be going quite too far to interpret 
the general language of the other paragraphs 
as requiring independent investigation of facts 
which the specifications furnished by the 
Government as a basis of the contract left in 
no doubt. If the Government wished to leave the 
matter open to the independent investigation 
of the claimants it might easily have omitted 
the ^ specification as to the character of the 
filling back of the dam. In its positive 
assertion of the nature of this much of the 
work it made a representation upon which the 
claimants had a right to rely without an 
investigation to prove its falsity. See 
United States vs. Stage Co., 199 U.S. 414, 424. 
More recent cases have seemed to interject into 
the law the test of "justifiable reliance upon the 
plans and specifications." For example, in the 
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case of Hash vs. R.J. Sundling and Son, Inc., 4 36 
P2d 83 (Montana 1967) the specification required the 
bidder to make a thorough examination of the site, 
the proposal, the plans and specifications and the 
contract before bidding and "satisfying himself as 
to the conditions to be encountered;11. The construction 
involved the excavation in wet conditions for a 
highway. At the time the contractor entered into the 
excavation contract, he had relied upon the plans 
and specifications, the grade stakes and his own 
observation at the site and had concluded that al-
though some wetness would be encountered in the borrow 
pit, he did not anticipate that this condition 
would exist under the road surface at the depth of 
his required excavation. The Court determined 
that the actual conditions could not reasonably have 
been forseeable nor anticipated by the contractor 
and that he was entitled to rely upon the plars and 
specifications. 
See also the case of Haggart Construction Company 
vs. the State of Montana, 427 P2d, 686, wherein the 
exculpatory language was not enforced. The specifi-
cation stated that the "State will make no guarantee 
in any respect as to quality and quantity of material 
produced therefrom." The bidder did not have time 
to independently investigate the accuracy of rep-
resentations. The Court held that the contractor was 
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entitled to rely upon the plans and specifications, 
notwithstanding the aforesaid exculpatory language. 
See also a recent federal court case on appeal from 
the U.S. Court of Claims, Stock and Grove, Inc. vs. U.S. 
493 F2d, 629 (1974) wherein the Court held that the 
imposition upon the bidder of the obligation to make 
an investigation and scientifically educated analysis 
of the contract was error as a matter of law, and that 
instead, the contractor was entitled to rely upon 
the plans and specifications furnished by the 
Government. See also U.S. vs. Johnson 153 F2d, 
846, (9th Circuit, 1946), which upholds the general 
rule stated above. 
We therefore urge that the Appellant contractor 
was entitled to rely upon the specification which 
indicated the nature of the soil conditions td be 
found on the project. Those specifications said 
nothing about the underground water, surface flooding, 
ledge rock or cemented cobble rock. The Myton 
Water Association should not be permitted to avoid 
the consequences of the contract representations by 
requiring the contractor to undertake his own sub-
surface investigation for ledge rock, water and cobble 
work. 
The owner was in a preferred position to make 
this information available to the contractor. It's 
Board members were farmers of long standing in the area 
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and would have been presumed to know that the area 
over which the pipeline would be constructed would 
be flooded with the waste water and subjected to the 
underground water. However, the testimony is clear 
that no such warnings were given to the outside 
contractors coming in to bid at the time the in-
vestigative trip was made around the system prior to 
bidding. The architect had worked on the plans during 
the prior year at a time when he should have known 
just what the conditions would be, if such conditions 
were so readily within the knowledge of people who 
had been in the area previously. Nevertheless, he 
elected, apparently, to either ignore said conditions 
or withold such information. 
Should the contractor have anticipated the 
flooding conditions brought about by the irrigation, 
he would nevertheless be entitled to rely upon 
Para. 10(d) Section 4.4 of the specifications which 
required the owner to coordinate the construction 
work with the farmers1 operations. Also, the 
contractor was entitled to rely upon the Section 2.2.01 
which required the owner to make available the lands 
and rights-of-way so that the project could proceed. 
Such availability is of course, a meaningless expression, 
if in fact, the line is put along borrow pits that are 
flooded from the farmers1 waste water to the extent 
that the contractor could not pump and had to move 
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on to more useable areas until the waste water had 
been drained away. 
Appellant, of course, does not ignore the 
contract requirement that the contractor will 
maintain the water in the trench so that the pipe 
can be placed and the backfill properly compacted. 
Such a requirement is quite obviously a general re-
quirement applicable to perhaps all types of 
construction. Such an exculpatory type interpretation, 
however, as is urged by the owner, can not within 
reason overcome a flooding situation which here 
existed. 
Thus Appellant urges that the trial court in 
concluding that the plans and specifications ade-
quately represented the working conditions, erred 
as a matter of law. To the contrary, there is no 
competent evidence properly applied to the contract 
provisions which would support the trial Court*s 
holding. 
The contractor should therefore be entitled to 
recover its costs incurred because of the unforseen 
problems as those costs have been established by the 
uncontroverted evidence. (Exs. P-32, P-38) The 
contractor should also be entitled to an extension of 
time extending the contract time without penalty. 
See U.S. for Use of Susi Contracting Co. vs. Zara 
Contracting Co. 146 Fed2d 606 and Christie vs. U.S. 
237 U.S. 238. 
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U.S. vs. Rice 317 U.S. 61; Bignold vs. King County 
399 P2d 611; Sandkay Construction Co. vs. State of 
Montana 399 P2d 1002,; and PLC Landscaping Construction 
vs. Picadilly Fish and Chips 28 U2d 350, 502 P2d 562. 
POINT II 
THE COURT ERRED IN NOT HOLDING THAT THE DEFENDANT 
INTERFERED WITH THE PLAINTIFF'S WORK THUS CAUSING 
PLAINTIFF DELAY AND EXTRA COSTS. 
The lower court held in its Memorandum Decision, 
paragraph 1 (a), that the Plaintiff had failed to 
show by a properandance of the evidence that there 
was any interference by the owner. (R 26) Also in 
Findings of Fact 8, 10, 11, 13, 15 and 19, the 
Court held in variously worded general statements that 
there were no interferences on the part of the owner. 
Once again, Appellant points out that there is little, 
if any, fact controversy throughout the entire 
case, but that the interpretation placed thereon in 
terms of the contract requirements is the basis for 
the court's erroneous findings, to which findings 
Appellant takes exception. 
A. THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE DUCHESNE COUNTY 
EASEMENT AND THE CONTRACT PLANS INTERFERED WITH THE 
CONTRACTOR'S WORK. 
The contract was originally scheduled to be bid 
March 4, after inspection trips to be held March 2 
and March 4, 1971. However, bid opening was delayed 
until March 11, 1971. The plans and specifications 
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were prepared by Nielsen and Maxwell in 1970 and early 
1971. (A.55 R.296) In late 1970, according to the 
date appearing thereon, Duchesne County granted a 
right-of-way easement title to Myton Water Association 
for the purpose of affording the Association the proper 
land for the pipeline. The document was not recorded 
until March 2, 1971. (Ex. P-36) 
The significant wording of the right-of-way 
easement is as follows: 
The easement herein granted shall not exceed 
10 feet on each side of a center line, said 
center line of easement to be located 24 feet 
to the side of the center line of the county 
road adjacent thereto. 
It is understood that said pipeline may not be 
closer than 10 feet to the shoulder of said 
county roads without consent of the Duchesne 
County Commission. These consents must be 
received from the Duchesne County Commission 
on each point where the pipeline comes closer 
than 10 feet to the shoulder of said road. 
Said pipeline right-of-way shall not use any of 
the road fill material and shall not disturb 
said fill in any way. 
The Defendant entering into this easement 
after the plans and specifications had been prepared, 
almost immediately raised problems in construction. 
Max Major, the project engineer, knew nothing of the 
easement until sometime in the latter part of June 
or first part of July. (A.76 R.386) He had various 
meetings with the county people concerning the 
relationship of the line location to the right-of-
way. From that point on as each problem arose, he 
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went over the line with the county man and the 
problems were worked out. (A.77 R.387) The contractor 
immediately was stopped by the County, on Line C, 
on June 11, 1971 (Ex. P-ll) (A.23 R.168) because the 
line violated the easement. The line location had 
to be moved. (Exs, D-58, D-59) The line was moved in 
order to comply with the easement requirement that 
the line be no closer than ten feet to the shoulder 
of the road. The as-built drawings reflect the 
location of the line as it was actually built, as 
distinguished from the location of the line shown on 
the original drawings. (Ex. P-3) The as-built 
drawings are in two volumes, one referring to Schedule 
A (Ex. D-58) and one referring to Schedule B. (Ex. D-59) 
Mr. Maxwell in his testimony identified 13 major 
changes, plus many other changes which he designated 
as "minor adjustments in the line". (A.54 R.294) 
The specific moves resulting from a conflict with the 
county easement are shown on Exhibit P-37. (A.22,23 
R.168-171) 
In addition to the above county easement there 
are changes on the Schedule A drawings on 14 of the 
30 sheets of line drawings and in Schedule B there are 
changes on ten of the 30 sheets of line drawings. 
(See Appendix A) 
Section 2.2,01 of the green portion of the 
specifications (Ex. P-2) provides as follows: 
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a. Lands by Owner: The Owner will provide 
the lands shown on the Drawings or described in 
the Specifications upon which the work under the 
Contract is to be performed and to be used 
for right-of-way for access. Any delay in 
furnishing these lands by the Owner will be 
deemed proper cause for an adjustment in 
the contract amount and in the time of completion. 
There is thus express contract provision requiring 
the Owner to have the proper right-of-way and also 
giving to the contractor the right to an adjustment 
in the contract price and in the time of completion 
in the event the Owner does not furnish the proper 
right-of-way. The contract drawings and as-built 
drawings themselves prove conclusively that there were 
changes in the right-of-way affecting the performance 
of the work. The testimony of Tolman, of course, 
details these changes and the effect on the progress 
of the work by showing the total time involved and 
the extra monies spent in accomodating these changes 
to the contract alignment, (A.23 R.171) 
(Ex. P-38) 
Of additional significance to this conflict between 
the plans and the county easement is the fact that 
there was no proper staking of the line, which either 
Max Major, the project engineer for the Owner, or the 
contractor could follow. The design stakes initially 
had been set by the surveyor about 100-200 feet 
apart. However, when the work started, many of the 
stakes were gone for various reasons. These stakes 
were necessary to locate the center line of the pipe. 
(A.71 R.365) During construction Major placed 
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additional lath with ribbons on them anywhere from 
300-400 feet apart. He put these in when they were 
requested by Mr. Tolman. (A.72 R.367) Mr. Major, 
the engineer would attempt to measure and determine 
where the line should be. He didn't think it 
necessary to use any instruments to line up the stakes. 
Where stakes were not put in (A.72 R.369) the contractor 
would have to use fixed objects such as fence posts, 
telephone poles, roads, etc. in order to line up the 
excavation. Generally when the lath was put in, 
the contractor followed these laths. 
At one of the instances when the county stopped 
the contractor, he does not know where the design 
stakes were. However, the county crews would have 
come in earlier over a period of a year or two, and 
would have eliminated the stakes (A.73 R.373) When 
the County ordered them to move, Major made no 
comparison at that time between the design and the 
actual construction, because Tolman had moved on down 
the road. He does not know whether he restaked the 
line when Tolman came back to ledo the work. (A.74 
R.376) 
Section 2.J2.01 of. thQ specifications subparagraph 
b provides: 
Base Lines and Bench Marks; Unless otherwise 
specified, the Owner will establish base lines 
necessary for the location of the principle 
component parts of the work together with a 
suitable number of bench marks adjacent to 
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the work* 
Section 2.2*02 with Amendment reads as follows: 
b. Surveys: The Owner will establish reference 
points and bench marks adjacent to the con-
struction site of each reservoir, pumping 
station and other structure, as is considered 
necessary for horizontal and vertical control, 
but will not provide construction stake outs 
for the structures. Similarly, the Owner will 
establish the field location of all other 
facilities by drawings, reference to fixed 
objects, instructions in the field, construction 
stakes or otherwise, as may be necessary, 
(underlining added) 
It is apparent that there is no dispute what-
soever in the evidence to the fact that the line was 
not properly staked. Even the project engineer 
was uncertain as to where the line was to go and 
where the design stakes governing the center line 
were located, if located at all. Such uncertainty 
wherein the contractor had to request stakes as he 
went along and where the project engineer had 
difficulty staking immediately in front of the 
equipment could not help but impede progress of the 
work. Such costs and delays incurred by the contractor 
are the responsibility of the owner under the above 
quoted specification sections. 
B. THE OWNER DELAYED IN MAKING AVAILABLE 
WATER FOR TESTING, FLUSHING AND CHLORINATING 
OF THE LINES. 
The Court found specifically in Finding of 
Fact 10 (R. 31) that the contractor required the 
Plaintiff to furnish all water for testing, flushing 
disinfecting and placing the facilities into service. 
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The Court erred in making such a finding and in 
arriving at such a conclusion from its interpretation 
of the contract specifications. 
The Defendant relied upon the following paragraph 
arguing that all water including testing, flushing and 
chlorinating must be furnished by the contractor. 
Section 3.1 Special Conditions of Project, paragraph 
6 reads as follows: 
6. WATER FOR CONSTRUCTION: Water required for 
consolidation of trench backfill and other 
construction purposes shall be provided and 
paid for by the contractor. 
The water in question is the water to complete 
the testing, flushing and chlorination required 
under Section 4.13 of the Specifications (white 
sheets). The contractor maintains that construction 
water referred to under paragraph 6 quoted above 
can in no way apply to the testing, flushing and 
chlorination water, simply because said water could 
only be obtained from the reservoirs which were 
constructed along with the wells to pump and serve 
water throughout the system. Construction does not 
include the flushing and chlorination. The testing 
referred to under Section 4.13 begins after construction, 
and as is indicated, "upon completion of system in-
stallation or any valved portion thereof." Thus 
construction water by definition would not include 
testing, flushing and chlorination. 
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In Section 4.13 there is no wording which requires 
the contractor to furnish all of the water required. 
The contractor, in order to flush and chlorinate, 
must fill the system after each portion has been 
tested. The total water necessary to fill the system 
would be one-half million gallons. This water was 
available from the well and No. 2 Reservoir which is at 
the beginning of Schedule A and from no other source. 
(A.30 R.201) The architect Maxwell testified upon 
cross examination that when he prepared the plans 
and specifications, he thought the water would come 
from a canal adjacent to the well, but conceded that 
for the final chlorination and final flushing, that 
untreated water (such as the canal water) could not 
be used. (A.103 R.472) 
His theory was that there was no provision in the 
contract for testing water, and thus if the specifi-
cations did not provide for testing water, the 
testing wat^r was left to the option of the contractor. 
(A.103 R.472) Quite obviously such speculative 
thought was not included in the contract and there 
is no such concept under which a contractor must 
furnish everything that is not specified in the 
contract. To the contrary, the only obligation of the 
contractor is to do what he is told to do in the 
specifications and contract documents. 
Furthermore, the last sentence of Section 4.13 
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reads as follow.-. 
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water woa.a I.UL b^ J>* appropriate qua lit" * , +-^ _ 
t o c h l o r i n t o and <-o r^r-'1 r*~~ ^ i t . . j 
hou . . t hough t u u r d e -5 i n *,ne 
r s- O a. \J U _L <U -- T -
F i n.j • ' • • < T * h v;I ' • a ^ i .or 
„^.*_xic;a through t w i. ouru . pumped 
ut into tho Reservoi ' .. - thence :~: 
t -.-=> s n - ^ f : ~ M ? ' • . . : - , . _ , ^  v.<j.:uacLor 
._:.^u truj flushing, chlorinating *..n 1 testinq 
water for the pipe"> ^ ^ syster1 the :,.:v •• • 
have -~ - : .-jji-i.-. . . O L H ) i . ii: st: the 
reservoir specifications, did so specifically state 
3. . the last sentence. "Tlw-* roiil-rncl 
rc-qu.. :• .,^. wui.er ::oi ster: i Lizat ion. " 
Under the owner V, interpretation \*-. - ' -or. --.n;.-
water1* requirement, -^  :•.''• - . '"•••,-. ...IIL^ 
:;,.:>.:;• , U u ^ r u> i h- spec It: nations 
apparently lelt L. necessary for Section ft 
a-- the same * \ -••• •"• ; .* same requirement 
„
 : .he speciticatioi: t'^ .^ ctioi: * 3 relating t^ the 
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testing, chlorination and flushing of the entire 
pipeline system. 
How did the parties construe this specification 
concerning the furnishing of water? The architect by 
a letter dated August 16, 1971 (Ex. P-41) stated 
under paragraph 6 thereof: 
The contract documents and the pre-construction 
conference both pointed out that Schedule A 
is considered the base system, having the 
water supply and that service to the city of 
Myton should be completed as early as possible. 
It is anticipated that the well will be equipped 
and ready to deliver water to the system about 
October 15, or November 1. You are requested 
to plan your schedules such as to complete 
Line W from Storage Reservoir No. 2 to No. 1 
and Line A from Storage Reservoir No. 1 to the 
City of Myton by that time.... (underlining added) 
Then of course, the water was finally made 
available and used by the contractor for testing, 
flushing and chlorinating the entire system - at no 
cost to him. 
The water was not available, however, until 
November 29 (A.30 R.203) for several days, and the 
water was shut off again on December 9.(A.29 R.199) 
The water was available for testing from December 13 
to February 15. The pump then failed again and the 
water was not then available until March 3, 1972, 
a date two weeks after the contract time had expired. 
(A.29 R.199) Thus the availability of the water, 
of vital importance to the completion of the project, 
delayed the contractor by a substantial number of days, 
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an! in fa^t, prevented hn: re i .-T - • he testing 
n J, t » ', 5c. Lwo weeks 
-.1121 Live expiratic : .- \h: :jntra-;t *- L~ie. It is 
clear tha^ to=> ow~ >*- l . he 
• *.
 i
 . _* _] ^a Luvi , ontractor Lo ; lrnish his 
water for ?il o:. ; *. J testing f'lui'hi. *-; i ^  * 
Otherwise, the own- u*,.:.i_, ..., ,.^  informed 
i . „i .._:_ *:. iL.si. ha «:oa:.d not nso i_he i "Sc^vo^r 
water ;*. * * litVP,!^?^, wcil, * -.. n 
for the w.i'.- \ urse, n^ Lhar at these 
events occurred. Attesting was comp" erecl March 
28, 1972. This failure- - . .aimuin, 
estah Listieii ^ .xueiidir.- to March 28 caid 
completely criminated any alleged justified* -i 
v;i tholcj i r T < ; -ai'la'- - "* -~; ^ .» <.',•- ,' ,. u a - j^r.LCc! 
;- j • i. ^c - 'ua i i j o and e x t e n d i n g cc Aprri 1 . 
POINT I I I 
THE DEFENDANT WRONGFULLY REFUSED Tu SUliPEM) /<LL,IJ:,:< 
WORK THUS CAUSING PLAINTIFF DELAY AND EXTRA morv2m 
The trial, co-jr '*r^ o-:->ou' ! <. "• ?-
there .;*-- ;• ...j* . h^i. the Detendant 
wrong1uJ 1 .  eqaired the Plaintiff to nroceec ^ i'-h 
the contract work with-':1 \ : T I L - : ...-.; a-
n,if n^;~;neriri in < i i; " ai -,...... t weather. ( \. "] 3 /inding 
x-, ana 13) 
A. SUSPENSION -r>' " >PK 
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Section 2.2.01 d of the General Conditions of 
the Contract (green colored sheets) provides as follows: 
d. Suspension of Work by Owner: The Owner 
shall have the authority to suspend the work, 
wholly or in part, for siich period or periods, 
as he may deem necessary, due to unsuitable 
weather, or such other conditions as are 
considered unfavorable to carry out the 
provisions of the Contract or to supply materials 
meeting the requirements of the Contract 
Documents. 
At several meetings in December, 19 71 the Contractor 
asked for permission to suspend work during the 
winter months. This request was rejected by the 
Defendant (A.62 R.330) As a result of the rejection, 
the contractor was required to continue the work 
during the months of January, February and March, 
during which time the loss of efficiency and damage 
to its equipment was extremely costly to the contractor 
and unreasonably and improperly delayed him without 
the equivalent time extension. 
When the 270 day contract period was established 
by the architect, he knew that the work would have to 
be done during the construction season and not during 
the winter months. (A.105 R.476) When the contractor 
bid the contract in March, he also contemplated 
doing the work within the 270 days, but anticipated 
that there would be the appropriate time extensions 
should the 270 days go into the extremely cold winter 
months. (A.18,32 R.140,212) It is customary in 
the industry and particularly in the Uintah Basin 
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area :":r cons t ruc t ion p • -se duri-. . l- ..->1 J 
cold T • .4 i •. i ,-. 1 super r . i ter ideais , na t i ve s 
M.I. AKJ a. ca, ; t v;ere uniform in r.o t e s t i f y i n g . 
(A. : , • - , 3 4 , 8 ^ , ^  ) 
,*_ c-^ite of Ut~h informed ::vu: 
c o n t r a c t u ' - l e t t e r of Januar 1 2? b:^  it: he ' t 
make aiv c ros s ing - . . • - , r i ^g 
v ^-.. -1 " , l a on} i.ucii ,or^ vvcui I hiv<- to b^ 
.deferred u n t i l Spr ing. * - v ^ r- » 
did Duchesr. - c o n t r a ,OL >J a l-_-- tier 
.d ;;.--! JL'j^;.u)eL zc , i^7.1, to *top worv, in ->•-* County 
owned r igh t -o f -way c\r^^^ r.r- r 1 - : _ r 
c o n t -' • --j —
 v . . . . - . l i l t - slil 
w; u-iiin t'n-c; o r i g i n a l c o n t r a c t nor iod. ^ he r ^ r t r a c t ni" 
\ a s orders-"1 i ! thor.0 no*, f~'-.^  •«, • . MCS I.U vXc *..ay 
i-"" ar cer in : c o n t r a c t completion d a t e . 
The con t r ac t way bid Ma^h >i a4 ! ^ •-
owner had not ye / •  . . • naaax
 M , t> »Lice :o 
pi:oe_ ZJL was r\r^ .,-4 v . i 4t . ; r < thu.-- the" " 
c o n t r a c t o r l o s t a s u b s t a n t i a 1 ^moiv-
limil—} < .iit- v., iicrrU'ior 
i...-,: u . ca promo civ orderea r J> proceed, the complet ion 
da te T, oulu • '^*- j ' " ^ K<^r>- F^]~)fi' * _ . i ^ w * 
b e e n c ~ ^ v h ...J..4 *. o* i)ecaii:ber, t hua Hiss ing 
the v/intJi weather of January , February aa-* **T--* 
.*[ P VIOW Of ' * ' ' ' ie- ibO 1 SCl iodUl t ; : "• 
\ C^L_> _*ai - * >.- f1.^  v-^a^r «c delay the award of 
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the contract 57 days, even though under the adver-
tisement for bids, the owner was allowed 60 days 
leeway in which to give the Notice to Proceed. 
On October 30, 1971, the contractor advised 
the Board of the delays being encountered on the 
project because of water and other conditions. 
(Ex. P-25) Thereafter, on December 13 and again on 
December 20, (Exs. P-26,P-27,P-28) the contractor 
requested that he be granted time extensions and in 
connection therewith, met with the Board to request 
that the work be suspended. All of said such requests 
were denied. 
We find a similar situation in Bignold vs. King 
County 399 P2d 611. There the standard specifications 
provided that the owner could make the decision 
whether or not the contractor should shut down because 
of unfavorable weather. The appellate court affirmed 
the lower court in allowing the contractor recovery 
of additional costs incurred in attempting to do the 
work during the unfavorable winter weather, after 
the Owner had refused to suspend the work. 
B. WRONGFUL WITHHOLDING OF LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
Section 2.5.06 of the General Conditions (green 
colored pages) provides as follows: 
2.5.06 EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIME 
A delay beyond the Contractor's control 
occasioned by an act of God, by act of ommission 
on the part of the Owner or by strikes, walkouts, 
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fire, etc. may entitle the contracto: i'j an 
extension of time in which to complete the work 
as agreed by the Owner, providing, however, 
that the contractor shall immediately give 
written notice f~ Hie Owner of the cause of 
such delav-
Apulia;;. .,i;,<...:o th~t under this o.Iau-i, tk^ contractor 
is entitled to ah oxtonsio; 
asses1-- • < _ . aamages a^  wrongful, rjorn as 
a matt.-; • i.* \r-j. uridor - ... terms *•*•" t^? , en?: ia? . 
The cn-itr-r^'1* - - i 'r i *- - • ''M- J - J _ : J 3 
e1 _-.ja ,.a u ^ _ ,,, , av.- »«et conditions, {Ex, 
T?-2bj However, the owner was w-I 1 aware 
delays fr^ -T. t!~ "• ' ; » . . in'i a i~s • u.^ ^aojecc 
a.'--.. i ua-w: s.'ay.a;c^ i, A.t r. Maxwell,, ot^ ser veu * ^e leap-
frogging and commenced -ino^ '--^?. h d~- > i - t 
ky f v' "* " < ' . . V.>i;s the. eerier had 
a*.-, u^ ii. Knowledge as V/^ il as written notices of 
these concli tio^c . 
- lear and uncontroverted that t.he 
contractor ..a: !>~-i. uelayed m.-ny d >"^ *-* ^  ; ..^  
factors bnvond h:<- a i. r.cate 
... uaava i-icibi ii cv oi resting \/ater, flooding 
aac: subsurface water, conf} i^> between the ' ni-y 
easement -"- " c *': "" "IP un-^ntAa ^ pated 
ue. e-a .--a v..ai: _• oa . th- new alassi f icatior- * ' Ledge 
roc!; and working durin ? the wmtt'-r ..^.-v * ^  . 
o: i .1 •ccor^ w^^e proper justification 
for time extensions. 
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Certainly the delays were the responsibility of 
the Owner. However, even if we assume that both the 
owner and the contractor contributed to the delays, 
there can be no assessment of liquidated damages. 
See Gogo et al. vs. Los Angeles County Flood Control 
District 114 P2d 65 (California 1941) wherein the 
Court holds that if delays in performance of the 
contract are caused by the mutual fault of the 
parties, the Court will not attempt to portion them, 
but will refuse to enforce the provision for liqui-
dated damages. 
It should be noted that the contractor was 
required to give priority to Schedule A so that the 
City of Myton could be hooked up first. (Ex. D-63) 
However, Myton then elected not to hook up to the 
system and the claimed loss which might have occurred 
because of delays to Schedule A no longer was mean-
ingful. That the owner was not seriously claiming 
such full liquidated damages is evidenced by its 
offer to cut the damages in half if the contractor 
would employ a certain superintendent to run the job. 
(Ex. P-46,P-47) 
CONCLUSION 
As we view this case on appeal, it would seem 
that the trial court has, by a blanket holding to the 
effect that the preponderance of the evidence has 
not been established by the Plaintiff, rejected all 
of the evidence submitted by Plaintiff. We say this 
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. -,'j_>. ; aare do nr4- appoa; h-> .i*".^  substantial 
disputes m the evid^nc^-
.1. 4^7 should have hold, 
..•w absence ui any contradicting * vider-ce ^ 
testimony, that th- Miainti'" . ~rden 
c l - "c- .' i; toup claims. 
It is clear that interferences 4- \- -."• 
the owner aro ? < ; ; ' ' , , 
a * •' ci- _ :^» . .. i conti aotoi: Lor he c 'dis he 
incurred ;;. performinq the r^.trac4-, '~u;,^^-^. 
acts, iiit?rf-" r-.- ....
 fcW:i^ ~<. ;_ne part u tn--
ler, Bxgnold vs. King County Supra . f makes no 
difference that L.lvj contract 
, ; * .a c/uractOi: nevertheless 
. ,J-L.„CU to paymnet of thf.1 extra npfort ^ver 
and above Hie nr~ i -* . • ^ L I W ^ . nastercraft 
. . - law ^ also cio ir chit a 
contractor is enti* \ d < oxt^a oompensnt- he 
encounter- • • •- * -^„o ..x^. -n.o not 
br':;c:-iCwi.lt ope Lied out ; ae specif _ cati -~>n~ , 
U.S. for Use of Susi Contrac ting L\. . x_. ^
 r , .. .xx. -• . 
Z a r a^ ^ j.ant L\ I J L ^ :i ~, Ju , , Inc . et a 1. supra 
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APPENDIX A 
CHANGES IN LINE DETERMINED FROM COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL 
DRAWINGS WITH AS-BUILT DRAWINGS. 
SCHEDULE A 
Sheet No. of Drawing 
4 
Explanation 
Line squares instead of 
angles in order to 
miss ditch. Distance 
between fence and l^ne 
increased from 8 
ft. to 16 ft. 
Increased distance 
between fence and line 
from 26 ft. to 34 
ft. in order to move 
down off the road 
as per county ease-
ment. 
10, 11 
11 
Line A moves to the 
south in order to go 
under Highway 40 
Line moved away from 
telephone and gas 
lines and moved to 
the east side of fence, 
This extends down 
to county line on 
page 11. The 
move on page 11 is 
from west side to 
east side out into 
swamp. 
Moved upstream on the 
Duchesne river 
crossing - lower 
right hand portion of 
page. 
A-l 
I" g sw^ng : •_ he so., 
to avoid buildings 
and change further 
along road to miss th«.-
road intersection, 
Originar drawings 
showed Line C 11 
feet off the fence and 
closer to the road. 
As-built shows line 
only 3 feet from 
fence and down off the 
road into irrigation 
ditch. 
Line move froi.i 6 
f- 't west of fence 
to 21 feet east 
of fence. 
AH LU^ J cirawing line 
moved out into field 
in strui'jht line away 
f r, ; i ") r. I 
Lit:-.4 n:ov-d closer t^ 
roa : ; .- few feet. 
o-i op ] . :iti distance. 
1 L;. \ from fence re-
diced from 35 feet to 
20 feet pulling line 
away from road. 
Changing line Iron 
south side of road 
to north side of road 
at a greater distant 
from, the road. 
The pipeline align-
ment was changed where 
it joins other line 
at r Lghz hand edge. 
Also the distance 
from fence was changed 
along the county 
road thus moving 
the line away from 
the roan. 
to avoid buildings 
and change further 
along road to miss (he 
road intersection. 
Original, drawings 
showed Line C 11 
feet off the fence and 
closer to the road. 
As-built shows line 
only 3 feet from 
fence and down off cue 
road into irrigation 
ditch. 
Lir.e move fro:u 6 
feet west of fence 
to 21 feet east 
of fence. 
JLH cup urawxng line 
moved out into field 
in -straight line away 
f re- ~i ro -. 1, 
Lin 3 moved closer to 
road by :i few feet. 
On op 3 .ne distance 
lin :- frort fence re-
duced from 35 feet to 
20 feet pulling line 
away from road. 
Changing line from 
south side of road 
to north side of road 
at a greater distance 
from the road, 
The pipeline align-
ment v/as changed where 
it joins other line 
at right hand edge. 
Also the distance 
from fence was changed 
along the county 
roac1 thus moving 
the line away from. 
the roan. 
30 Line was changed 
from 10 feet from 
the fence to 4 feet 
from the fence thus 
moving line down off 
the road • 
SCHEDULE B 
Sheet No. of Drawing 
4 
Explanation 
Line moved from the 
point 5 feet from 
edge of road to a 
point from 10 to 18 
feet from edge of 
road. Shown by 
comparison of measure-
ments, even though 
actual drawn lines 
does not reflect 
the change. 
Changed location of 
line from the 
straight line at 
the top of the page 
to the one that 
moves along with the 
road. This was to 
keep out of the fields, 
Moved line from 
25 feet to 31.9 
fe>et and thus farther 
from road into 
irrigation ditch. 
Moved line up and 
around area (as per 
testimony of Mr. 
Monks, 
Shifted line around 
on a hill away from 
gas line because 
of blasting. 
A-3 
v/nangt. i -.!.._ rru:;. 
origii.al location 
using culvert tc 
an area going uridyl 
the Pleasant Vail ^ r 
wash *~ the east 
13 I. ine moved out into 
field to the east 
•'••"" *-h^ fence. 
16 Line moved to the 
south away from 
original location 
and meets road 
at right edge 
of sheet. 
.!-.• Line goes out around 
stream cros^'^q *-~ 
tr e east. 
moved from alongsi*« 
road to a point 21 
feet from center 
line of road. 
Line inoveu out 
•... around a pond of 
water 
